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Dear Readers:
This issue of TORCH is a very special one because it is about mass communications the media. The TORCH magazine is a part of the media, and we trust that it is a
ministry.
Each quarter this magazine is sent free of charge to almost 70,000 people . Our last
issue on prayer was sent to 69,475 addresses! I am so thankful that Cedarville
College can extend itself to each of our readers in this way. We have always felt that
the college's impact has been farther reaching than just to the students that come our
way .
So many of you have written to us with encouraging comments. Let me share
portions of a few letters concerning our last issue on prayer:
"I was so impressed with the articles in the TORCH magazine ... I would like
to be able to get it into the hands of everyone in our Christian school student
body." Iowa Pastor
"I was so touched by the entire contents on prayer, especially since I intend to
study the subject in our Bible study." Virginia Reader
"The magazine is written in such a way as to be useful in reaching others . The
magazine will be put to good use." New York Reader
"It not only blessed my heart but it also convicted me about my attitudes and
behavior. I decided to incorporate this into our family devotions. It has made a
remarkable difference in all of our lives. My wife used it in her 9th grade girls'
Sunday School class. They loved it!! They needed it." Michigan Reader
Again, thank you for these responses. They are indeed a lift to our staff. We enjoy
serving you and the Lord; and a written pat-on-the-back is always a delight .
By the way, we are certainly open to your suggestions about how we can improve
the TORCH. Just write to our managing editor: Ron Coriell, Cedarville College,
Box 601, Cedarville, OH 45314. He will listen .
I am sure that you will find this issue on media enlightening reading. Our authors
are authorities in their field, and they have addressed their subject in an informative
and thought-provoking manner. It is our prayer that this TORCH and further issues ,
a part of the media, will be a blessing in the days ahead.
In Christ,

{!4~~
Charles Ross
Editor, TORCH
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A Guide to Better Viewing.
By J. Wesley Baker
W e sing its tunes. We use its phrases in our
conversations . We know its heroes . We use it as a
teacher, companion, and friend. With the "average"
American spending almost 30 hours a week with it,
there is no doubt that television is a pervasive part of
most of our lives.
In spite of this closeness - or perhaps because of it we hear very little from our pulpits about how to watch
televison. There may be an occasional attack on the
offensive content of a particular program, but the topic
of how to watch television remains largely
unaddressed.
Because television has become as much a part of our
daily routine as eating, it is sometimes jarring to be
confronted with the question of how our TV viewing is
a part of doing all things to the glory of God (I Cor.
10:31). But, the verse places the challenge in exactly
that sort of everyday context. How, then, will we
answer the question?
For some Christians, the answer is to remove the
one-eyed centerpiece of most American living rooms.
Given the declining quality of typical network fare, this
is certainly a valid option . Even TV Guide and the
newsweeklies have recently published articles about
the declining morality in TV programs . Most
Christians, however, apparently have not eliminated
television from their daily schedules . A recent national
survey indicated that only four percent of the Christians
questioned said they watched no television or almost
none.
For those who have decided to keep their set, the
question is still waiting to be answered. To develop a
response, let's look at three areas of concern for the
Christian: television's control of our time, its role in

providing information , and the question of its
influence.
CONTROL OF TIME
A few hours spent watching television each day does
not seem like much, but the latest A. C. Nielsen
figures, when projected over a lifetime, indicate that
the "average" person will spend the equivalent of
between 11 and 13 years of his life in front of the TV
set. Watching that much television has to detract from
other activities. There are only twenty-four hours in a
day, after all.
One crucial area TV viewing has affected in many
families is the amount of time spent in constructive
interaction. Sitting around together in front of the TV
set can't take the place of family members talking or
even playing together. And, as the number of multi-set
families rises, fewer families bother to sit around the set
together.
PROVIDING INFORMATION
One of the God-ordained purposes of the family is
the communication of values (Deut . 6: 7). The open
access that television is providing to information has
lessened the importance of that role for the family, and
many parents are abdicating their responsibility to teach
their children. One secular finding concludes: "The
information monopoly once enjoyed by parents has
been breeched, if not shattered ." If television is
providing much of the information in our homes, we
must ask, "What values is it teaching?"
IMPLICIT MESSAGES
Television is a part, and apparently an important
part, of socialization. This is the process by which we
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learn how to behave in our society. Many of the lessons
that TV teaches us are easy to recognize because they
are explicit - on the surface , part of the story line .
However, Christians need to be aware that numerous
behavioral lessons are being taught that are implicit underlying. These subtle messages are drawn from the
lifestyle and relationships depicted. Dangerously, the
unsuspecting viewer absorbs these messages without
even thinking about them. In time , these implicit
messages can shape behavior.
Some of the values communicated by television are
good. Dr. Paul Borgman has written a book entitled TV:
Friend or Foe? which is useful for alf parents seriously
concerned about TV viewing in their homes. He deals
extensively with the idea that, generally, television
programs teach moral lessons upon which Christians
can draw in teaching their children values . One basic
lesson, for example, is that in most stories "right
conquers wrong; good wins the battle against evil ." The
problem, of course, is that there is no recognition of
God's role in the lives portrayed in the stories, and
parents must work at bringing the lessons out and
applying them to Biblical truth.
Another problem, brought out by secular
researchers, is that although the good guys may win,
the _rrograms "often treat socially desirable goals as
achievable by socially disapproved means." This is true
even of those old series, fondly remembered, which
tum up regularly on local stations in the late afternoon
when the children are home from school.
Part of this implicit teaching of values is the concern
that the constant exposure to the "good life" of
television dramas and commercials will cause
Christians to become overly materialistic . Kenneth
Curtis, a Christian film producer who did his doctoral
work on commercials and American life, calls
commercials "an insidious assault on the Christian view
of life."
The subtle message of materialism must be
countered by the Biblical message that the "good life" is
not achieved in riches (Mark 10:17-27; Matt. 6:19-21 ,
24; Luke 12: 16-21) or in what the world counts as
success (Mark 9:33-35; 10:35-45), but in giving,
sacrificing, and serving . Like Peter, we must warn
against false teachers who lead us astray with "covetous
practices" (2 Pet. 2: 14) . That means we must make sure
our own attitudes and priorities don't reinforce the
materialism of much of television's implicit content.
. Perhaps the most important research finding of
~nterest to parents is the discovery that any bad
influence television may have can be blunted by parents - when they take the time to do it. One report
concludes, "Interpersonal sources of communication
are frequently the most influential guide to children's
behavior. When adults play an active interpretive role,
they can significantly moderate television's impact on
the behavior of children." Yet researchers have found
very little evidence that parents are exercising any
control. Even preschoolers are usually free to choose
their own programs. God has given us a responsibility

as parents which many have clearly abdicated .
What can we do to take back that responsibility? To
return to our opening question , how can we watch TV
to the glory of God?
SOME GUIDELINES
The following are practices that we as a family have
found helpful and that you might wish to implement in
your own family .
As an initial step, keep a television diary so you can
assess exactly how big a chunk of time television is
t~king . If heavy television viewing is detracting from
time spent in Bible reading, devotions church
activities , or in time with your family , then 'priorities
need to be reevaluated following the Biblical injunction
to be "redeeming the time" (Eph. 5: 16; Col. 4:5) . Keep
track not only of the amounts of time, but the types of
programs watched. Once you have this information
you will be ready to take some more specific action . '
The first is to limit the amount of time the set is on
each week. Borgman, in his book, has a checklist of
~ppropriate viewing policies for each age level, which
1s helpful in setting these limits.
.A?other _sugg~st_ion is to plan your weekly viewing
w1thm the time hm1t set. Take a regular time each week
to go over the television schedule as a family, selecting
the programs to be watched. Once the schedule is
established, hold to it. Tum on the set only to watch a
program, not just to watch TV. Balance your viewing
during the week and seek out programs the whole
family would enjoy watching together.
Watch television with your children . Remember it is
important that the parents be able to reinforce any good
lessons taught and to counteract any negative
messages. That means time should be allowed for
d!scussion. D~n 't al~ow the set to run continually from
dmner to bedtime with only a chance for an occasional
comment during commercial breaks .
Watch programs actively, seeking out the implicit
~essages. Become a critical viewer. Ask yourself what
is really being said in the programs and commercials
an~ attempt to respond from a Biblical perspective.
This typ_e of critical evaluation will help protes;t you and
your ch1ld.ren from any subtle conditioning TV might
produce .
Organize
activities
to
replace
television
emphasizing family interaction . One writer suggests a~
"_equal time rule" - for every half"hour of TV , equal
time must be spent in another activity.
All of this means work on the part of parents. Those
Julie? by the _l~c_k of effort that television viewing
requires may 1mtJally rebel. But it will be worth the
e~fort
television can be used as a springboard for
d1scuss1ons which go to the very heart of our Christian
values.
Scripture commands us to train up our children in the
way they should go. If television is to remain as a part of
our households, we must become alert viewers rec~gnizing TV's benefits and dangers. Only then can
we include television viewing as a part of our doing
" ... all to the glory of God" (I Cor. 10:31).

i!
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NEWSPAPERS' INFL
Christian Publisher Tells How an
by Dennis Shere

On matters of religion and God there is skepticism, particularly
of anyone who claims to have discovered the answers to life' s
CEDARVILLE, OHIO- Most newspapers use something they great mysteries. The press more readily accepts a position
call the "second coming" headline to draw attention to stories of promulgated by supposedly learned men and women in their folly
unusual importance . Such a head was named, legend has it, by an than it will embrace anything based on something as nebulous as
editor who told his staff to reserve something that prominent for "faith," especially faith in a divine Creator.
Its reporting of controversial issues like abortion, capital
the return of Jesus Christ. It runs across the top of Page One in
bold, black letters that may be, perhaps , more than a couple of punishment, homosexuality , and even creation versus evolution
inches high . In recent months the "second coming" head has is supposed to be unbiased . But, subjectivity inevitably creeps in.
announced the successful flights of the Columbia space shuttle , On some matters, that subjectivity may lead to hostility . Editorial
the assassination of Anwar Sadat, and the shooting of President writers may ridicule a matter of faith and bow instead to an
intellectual position, even when that position may be on shaky
Reagan.
Someday, newspapers will have a genuine reason to use the ground at best.
"second coming" headline . Jesus will return to establish His
We see this clearly emerging in the battle over whether or not
kingdom for a millenium . It should be the major story in every God's creation should be taught alongside evolution in the
paper in the land. But how will the press handle the ultimate Good classroom. Newspeople are impressed with the mountains of
News? Will some ignore it, as they have the Christian movement "evidence" presented to support evolution . They casually dismiss
for the most part? Will some editors remain skeptical, critical, or any argument that God, in His infinite power and glory, could
antagonistic, as they have toward the things of God over the possibly have had a direct hand in the formation of the world and
years? Will they willingly give Christ the reverence He deserves, all its creatures , both great and small .
These attitudes stem in part from the way in which the media
or continue to challenge His authority?
You may wonder why newspapers in particular, and the news perceives itself. It has fostered the desirability of an arm ' s length
media in general, have held Jesus in such light, and even critical, relationship with state and church . Everything must be open to
esteem . Are they enthusiastic partners of Satan, or are they testing, scrutiny , dissection , and challenge. At times , newspapers
deceived like every other nonbeliever into the delusion that God seem to be purposefully undermining the established institutions
that have formed the backbone of this nation. Editors and
does not mean what He says in the Bible?
It helps to understand the context in which newspapers function reporters do not see it that way, of course. They believe their role
in our society in order to determine why they do not embrace is to act as a counter-balancing force, keeping mushrooming
bureaucracies and hypocritical piety in check.
Christianity.
Then, too, journalists believe the nation's religious pluralism is
First, a general, and what should be obvious, observation. The
press in America serves a number of important roles: It provides a big advantage . All religion and spiritual thought can be
the news a democratic people require to make decisions, to protected, the theory goes, as long as it does not attempt to impose
govern, and sustain themselves. It serves as a mirror of the its will on others. The corollary is that no faith or religion should
community . (Held up for all to see, that mirror may reflect good be revered . The nature of newspapering is that its readers come
things . More often it shows the seamy side of life in a world from all kinds of persuasions, from Christianity to Buddhism,
confused and misused by the Devil.) The press also serves as a from agnostic to atheist. Journalists are willing to respect the
watchdog, uncovering wrongdoing and spotlighting abuses in all tenets of each so as not to offend any of them. That, of course , is
levels of government. It influences readers, both for good and not possible and fosters confusion, particularly among those who
do not know what they believe.
bad, on public issues. And it entertains and informs .
Resentment enters in when someone breaks out of the pack and
Newspapers draw attention to folks whose problems have
overwhelmed them, and stir the consciences of an otherwise begins trying to influence public policy, as fundamental
uncompassionate audience into rallying behind a lost cause. T.hey Christians have seemed to do in recent years. The Jerry Falwells
are bulldog-determined and not easily sidetracked when they get never get good press because they are perceived as wanting to
remake the world in their image. They are mocked in columns,
attracted to an issue .
Over the years, the press has been more receptive to liberal- editorials, and cartoons. Their message, as genuine and important
oriented solutions to problems than to conservative orthodoxy. It as it may be, gets lost in the ridicule of personalities. (It is a shame
gravitates to the down-and-outers, supporting programs to ease fundamental Christians do not understand that their efforts
their plight. It may become hostile to anyone who suggests sometimes display not the love of Christ, but an attempt to
America isn ' t big and rich enough to solve its own problems . It suppress ideas and ideals contrary to their own.)
The institutional hostility of the press is undergirded by
acknowledges wickedness in mankind but believes that there is
good in everyone that can be exploited if they are properly individual skepticism toward the things of God. Most journalists
motivated.
do not accept the claims of Christ. The stereotype of the hard-
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drinking , chain-smoking reporter or editor has long been passe ,
but the hard-bitten attitudes of the past are as prevalent as they
have ever been .
Only a relative handful of newspeople are born again . They
operate in newsrooms across the country dominated by nominal
churchgoers , agnostics, and atheists . Christian journalists work
in an environment in which the Lord ' s name frequently is taken in
vain , and in which cynicism abounds.
Because they so often deal with life ' s bitterness, journalists fail
to see God ' s love . Those who have found Christ hesitate to
become bold witnesses in the newsroom because, they fear, they
will be mocked and their effectiveness will be hampered . A
precious few win respect for their stand for Christ , but more often
they are regarded - privately, if not openly - as Bible thumpers
who should be avoided if at all possible.
In those situations, it helps for the believer to be as wise as a
serpent while as harmless as a dove. One Christian, who served as
city editor of a major metropolitan newspaper, used to endure
"playful" barbs about being God-fearing and about refusing to
drink liquor. Only his ability to do the job kept superiors and
subordinates from making a more serious issue of his faith .
Every Christian journalist must be competent. There is nothing
more detrimental to an effective witness for the Lord than a so-so
work performance . One cannot hide behind the Bible as an excuse
for failing to get the job done.
In rare instances , a Christian journalist working for a secular
newspaper will have the opportunity to say a word on behalf of the
Lord . Those occasions must be treasured and used wisely. An
editorial writer for a midwest newspaper skillfully weaves a Godcentered perspective into discussion of issues such as alcohol and
drug abuse. He avoids preaching, but his message comes through
clearly and boldly . A publisher of another newspaper has been
able to share his personal testimony in a signed column and to
comment on some public issues from a Christian point of view. It
has helped him to establish for the community what is important in
his life . Again, he has tried to avoid sermonizing .
But most Christian journalists labor in the field without such
opportunities . They often face pressure to compromise ideals , and
even to renounce their reliance on Christ. Many eventually leave
secular newspapering for other pursuits rather than stay on to wage
the good fight.
Christian colleges and universities should offer communications courses geared to preparing young people for secular
journalism. They should strive to develop the strongest possible
programs so that the graduates they tum out will be able to
compete for jobs on the major newspapers throughout the country.
They also should tum out graduates whose dedication to the Lord
can withstand the assaults they will face in potentially hostile
newsroom environments.
This is not to downgrade the role of the Christian media. But, it
speaks primarily to a saved and committed audience, for the most
part, and not to those who need Christ. One way , among others, to

reach the millions who have not been saved is through the daily
news media - newspapers , radio , and television .
Obviously, though , for that to come to pass requires one of two
things to happen . Either the secular media must permit a more
active Christian witness, or more people who staff those
publications must be willing - and have the influence - to spread
the Good News. Most do not see the role of newspapers generally
changing so that they might become more evangelical. But bright,
committed Christian journalists can bring to the secular newsroom
a fresh and positive perspective on the world because they have the
discernment that comes with the indwelling Holy Spirit.
Even then, the pages in the newspaper where journalists may
say something on behalf of the Lord may continue to be limited to
church pages , or special inspirational spots elsewhere in the paper
(along the lines of Billy Graham ' s short daily articles) . Church
pages need dynamic columns written by Christians . One of the
most effective Christ-centered syndicated columns is being
produced by a former Time writer. He addresses society ' s
problems through a Biblical context. But the effort, again , must
be done with great care. One born-again religion writer lost his
job in part because he became too zealous in promoting
Christianity . For that reason, editors usually prefer to assign
writers to the religion beat who do not espouse a strong faith. That
way , the thinking goes , they will approach each topic objectively
or without any preconceived notions .
My observation is that churches do not do an effective job of
witnessing through the opportunities available to them through
advertising in newspapers. Religious ads do not effectively
portray the church ' s mission or God's love . Unfortunately , most
churches do not seem to have the communications skills
necessary to effectively write or illustrate their advertising
messages . This , too , may be a field for more budding Christian
journalists to explore.
There is a need to do a better job using all media. With the
exception of the Christian "heavy hitters" like Graham and the
PTL Club, most who use television as an evangelistic tool do so
inadequately. Most often they tum viewers off, not on, to Christ.
Yet, today , I believe there is an unparalleled opportunity for
Christians whose calling is journalism to have a major impact on
the conduct of the nation's secular news organizations . It will not
be easy. It will require being willing to be vulnerable , while at the
same time being strong enough - in the Lord - to withstand the
pressures of the pace, the natural cynicism of the newsroom, and
the critical skepticism of lost colleagues . The successful Christian
journalist must not only strive for excellence, but he or she must
perform in such a manner that God is glorified. It must be clear
there is something special and marvelous about one ' s faith. When
that happens, the Christian journalist's professional responsibility
and opportunity can extend into a ministry as well .
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Radio has invaded American life in a way
unsurpassed by other communications methods. Few
households have fewer than four or five radios of
varying types. Few locations in the United States are
outside the range of broadcast transmitters. Radio is
immediate·, portable, varied, and pervasive in nature.
People whose memories predate television can recall
the expansiveness of radio drama which was limited
only by the listener's imagination. Radio heroes were
always stronger, more handsome, and more intelligent
than real life. The familiar voices of today still lose
stature when matched with a visual of the real person.
Because of its availability, radio has become a
primary influence factor for society. Three general
areas of influences are readily discernible:
1. By its nature, radio is able to influence through
the immediate availability of NEWS . Newspapers are slow, and television relays the news
only two or three times a day because of commercial considerations.
2. Radio influences through MUSIC. Communications studies indicate that music is truly a
universal language and an exceptional attention focuser . Because of the memorability of

a melody line and lyric, it can both consciously and subconsciously influence . The message
of music inexorably stays in the mind of the
listener.
3. Radio influences by providing an audience for
the persuasive opinions of a multitude
of PROGRAMMERS . Suddenly people with
no actual credentials can become the truthbearers on causes ranging from sports to family life to theology .
It is these three areas of influence that cause radio to
be beneficial and at the same time dangerous. Robert
Cirino in his work We' re Being More than Entertained
discusses how the media can shape the opinions of
millions merely by the selection of topics presented and
by the biases of the program writers .
NEWS INFLUENCES
Radio's immediacy allows for news to be broadcast
whenever it is available . Up-to-the-minute reports are
the stock and trade of the industry. The selection of
what is reported and who is chosen to state his opinions
can easily influence the viewpoints of an audience . It is
easy to see how a national viewpoint can be established
by the slanted selection of news items . The almost total
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shift of opinion on United States involvement in the
Viet Nam War was directly attributable to media
coverage.
Certainly, the news is necessary and most reporters
attempt honesty in their presentations . But caution must
be taken to investigate beyond the viewpoints of one or
two stations. Christian stations generally subscribe to
one of the two major national news services. Therefore ,
they do no better than any other station in the avoidance
of news biases.
The solution obviously requires the use of multiple
media sources including periodicals and newspapers on
a regular basis. To depend solely upon one source for
information demonstrates a dangerous laziness on the
part of the audience . If any indictment can be placed on
the conservative Christian community , it might be that
often the audience is woefully underinformed
concerning significant events.
MUSIC INFLUENCES
Radio's most prominent program offering is likely to
be music. Almost every genre is available on some
station up to twenty-four hours a day. With the advent
of FM stereo and its recent variations , radio has become
one of the most adept music sources in history.
Communications theorists agree that music is not
neutral. It is one of the few forms of symbolic notation
that can be read universally and which has remarkable
persuasive powers. The Scriptures refer often to the use
of music for praise and worship, and notice is given to
the psychological effects in the account of David
playing for the disturbed King Saul. A well-known
proverb recognizes that "music soothes the savage
beast."
Students of persuasive theory also note the
exceptional attention-getting quality of music. It is one
of the few means of getting an entire audience to do
exactly the same thing, including thinking the same
thoughts, at one time. This power is recognizable in
rock concerts as well as church worship services.
Contrary to the protestations of some, one cannot
"just listen to the instrumentation" without also hearing
and ultimately knowing the lyrics; and the lyrics of
most popular music do not fit the Scriptural injunctions
concerning what the Christian is to meditate upon. To
allow a radio station to invade the innermost thoughts of
the mind through music without applying discretion
concerning those thoughts is without excuse. From
rock to popular to easy listening and beyond to
"Christian music ," the real issue is the influence that the
music has upon the person hearing and responding to it.
John Fletcher in his work Are the Kids All
Right?subtitles his work on rock music as a "young
generation's death wish." This secular writer finds an
insidious rebelliousness and unexplainable (to him)
debilitating effect in the rock genre.
Beyond this, however, is the recognition that the
theology of many people comes from the songs they
hear and sing. Unfortunately, the lyrics are not always
Biblical. Sometimes not even the lyrics in our hymns
follow Biblical doctrine .

Music is a marvelous influencer of our lives.
Certainly , the li stener must choose a radio station on the
basis of its music philosophy and its continuity with
Scriptural messages . Even then , the monitoring of
one's own music selections must also be done in light of
the Scriptures.
PROGRAMMER INFLUENCES
Perhaps the most potentially dangerous influence of
radio comes, though , from the tendency to assume that
particular individuals are propagators of truth merely
because they have a regular radio program . Many cults
and other spurious belief systems have developed
because the media outlets have granted credence to
those who have the money and time to produce
programs. Rather than taking for granted the
qualifications of speakers , the listener should
investigate the accuracy of the messages heard. Just
because a program appears on some Christian station is
no guarantee that its producer gives forth the whole
truth . This is especially true of many of the recently
popular "family-life" programs where no specific
credentials are required to suddenly become the
spokesman for a particular viewpoint.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
While the above mentioned three areas are of
particular concern where radio is involved, there are
several other potential problems that merit address:
1. For some , the radio ministries replace fellowshi!) in a local, Bible-believing church and
may even siphon funds that should appropriately go to the local work. I believe radio
must be seen as an adjunct to the local fellowship and not as a substitute for it.
2. The role of Christian radio must be understood as a benefit to believers and not specifically as an evangelistic outreach . The audience for Christian radio is not typically the
nonbeliever and never will be . The responsibility for evangelism falls to the individual in
day-to-day life.
THE LISTENER'S CHOICE
In summation, radio can be either a menace or a
ministry, and a listener has the responsibility to select
which it becomes . A discerning Christian needs to
select multiple news sources, understand the impact of
music, and have a Spirit-directed inquisitiveness about
the qualifications and truthfulness of the program
producers. With these guidelines in mind, a listener
should support the work of Christian broadcasters who
adhere to Scriptural standards and minister to his daily
life .
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CAMPUS NEWS

NEW SITE FOR GRADUATION. The 86th
annual Commencement was held in the new Athletic
Center on June 5. Over 2,000 were in attendance to
watch 269 graduates receive diplomas and 13 receive
Secretarial Science certificates. President Paul Dixon
spoke at Commencement , and Jack Wyrtzen was the
graduation banquet speaker .

WORLD-WIDE SUMMER MINISTRIES. The
Summer Swordbearers team pictured above is one of a
number of teams traveling in this country and overseas
to minister the Gospel this summer. One hundred
twenty-five young people are involved. The U .S. teams
include Summer Swordbearers, the Master's Puppets,
Abundant Life Singers, and the Kingsmen Quartet.
Missionary Internship Service (M .I. S.) groups are in
Alaska, Australia, Brazil, China, Ecuador, Israel,
Italy, Mexico, the Philippines, Scotland, Spain, and
Togo, West Africa.

NEARING COMPLETION. The new 146 bed
dormitory is fast approaching its completion date of
September 1. The $1 . 3 million building will be _three
stories tall and will contain the village of Cedarville' s
first and only elevator. In addition, this building will be
put on the college's new Energy Management Program.
Since 1979 the college has erected 7 dormitories in
order to meet the demands of record enrollments.

STILL TIME TO ENROLL. Yes, it is August, and
fall quarter begins September 30. But, Admissions
Director David Ormsbee states that applications are still
being accepted. Those who wish to contact the college
may write to: Admissions Office, Cedarville College,
Box 601 , Cedarville , Ohio 45314 . The phone number
is (513) 766-2211.
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ITINERARIES: Dr. James T. Jeremiah

Dr. Paul Dixon

Dr. Paul Dixon, President
August
3-6
9-14
22
29-September 1

J

Laymen 's Conference
Cedarville College Iowa Regular Baptist Camp
Knoxville, IA
Atlanta Braves/New York Mets Chapel
Atlanta, GA
Berean Baptist Church
Hixson, TN

October

Pleasant Hills Baptist Church
Milford, OH
Pastors' Conference
Cedarville College
Atlanta Braves/Cincinnati Reds Chapel
Cincinnati , OH

November
12-14

3
8-11
19
28

September
12*
13-16
19

Dr. James T. Jeremiah, Chancellor

Canton Baptist Temple
Canton, OH
21
Kemp Road Baptist Church
Dayton , OH
*morning service only

October

August

8-10
22

Evangel Baptist Church
Houghton, MI
Gitche Gurnee Family Conference
Eagle River, MI
Montrose Bible Conference
Montrose, PA

22-28
30-September 6

Victory Baptist Church
Springfield , OH
Muskoka Baptist Conference
Huntsville, Ontario
OARBC meeting
Columbus, OH
AIDO Fall Seminar
Lancaster, PA

Faith Baptist Church
Lafayette , IN

November
9
14

SMARBC, Northwest Baptist Church
Jackson, MI
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church
Smithville, OH

COMING EVENTS
August

October
4-7
9-14
9-13

Laymen's Conference
Baraca Philathea Union
World Convention
Ken Erny's Soccer Camp

14, 15
16
19
23

September
\

4
7-9
9-11
13-16
16,17
17,18
25
27-29
27-0ct. 1
30

Christian High School Invitational
Cross Country Meet
Word of Life Staff Meeting
Word of Life
Blueprint for Leadership
Pastors' Conference
Cedarville Baptist Open
Golf Tournament
Cedarville Invitational
Soccer Tournament
New students arrive
College Week
Fall Bible Conference
Instruction begins

Prism III Concert
Homecoming
Career Day
Word of Life
3-Man Basketball Marathon

November
5
5,6
11-13
17
19,20
22

McClure/Ellington Faculty Recital
Swordbearers Conference
Fall Drama Production "Ruddigore"
Day of Prayer
Cedarville Invitational
Basketball Tournament
Symphonic Band/Brass Choir
Concert
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Books, Boo
r~member

I can't
the first book ever put before my
eyes . It wasn 't a Dick and Jane-of that I am sure . Nor,
Dr. Seuss. It may have been a Beacon Reader,
published by Ginn and Company. Somehow we
acquired a few of these at our farm home .
I do remember learning to read on my mothe_r's lap .
Thank God for a mother like that!
Thank God, too , for books to read! Books have been
a primary force in shaping human history, especially
over the last five centuries .
And books have been a major influence in the history
of Christianity . Luther's writings, for example, did
more than his preaching. They brought about the
Reformation; they led to the conversion of both John
Bunyan and John Wesley. Jesus said He would send
scribes (Matt. 23:34) . He has done so; they have
written; their works have been printed. No one can ever
estimate what these have meant to the cause of Christ.
The enemy of men's souls , though , would never
ignore such a potent weapon as the printed page .
Through his own apostles he sowed literary tares .
Unscriptural religious systems and cults have circulated
their false teachings around the globe .
Our century brought about the published denials of
truth by apostate liberal Protestants. Most of this
material was pretty plain . When Nels Ferre called Jesus
the son of Mary and a blond German mercenary soldier,
it was an evident departure from historic Christian
teaching on the Virgin Birth.
When Duncan Littlefair wrote, "Jesus is not and
cannot be God, " no one had to guess what he meant.
When a George Buttrick book stated that to believe in
the infallibility of the Bible was to risk a trip to the
insane asylum, it was evident where he stood.
And the men who stood for the truth of Scripture
were not idle. They responded in books in defense of
the faith with fine expositions of the Word .
Then about twenty years ago evangelical book
production took off in a new way . What sparked it is
beside the point, if, indeed, the impetus can even be
identified .
The fact is that evangelicals began to write , print,
and sell as never before. Evangelical books hit the top
in the religious sales market. Publishers learned how to
"hype" their products in contemporary Madison
Avenue style, and with effective results. Snappy titles,
colorful jackets, and unique formats all contributed to
the surge in sales .
How one would like to stand up and cheer about this!
Regrettably, the situation isn 't all that great. The fact is
that evangelical publishing of today is quite different
from the fundamental literary works of the first half of
this century . Today's isn ' t all that bad, of course. But it
has become a theological hodgepodge . In some cases,
even if it fits under the dangerously expanded definition

But, Let the
by Merle Hull, D.D.
of evangelical, it certainly couldn't be called
fundamental .
I recall an experienced Christian pastor telling me
when I was his young assistant about a certain
publishing house . "Anything they put out ," he stated,
"is good. You can trust it." A quarter century ago the
same might have been said of several other publishers .
Today that isn't so . You can just about count on the
fingers of one hand the imprimaturs that always present
books sound in doctrine and position. We must
examine each book by itself.
While doctrinal vagaries are the greatest problem,
contemporary evangelical publishing also seems to
have gone overboard in trying to be relevant. True,
today's problems need to be faced . People are hurting.
But we have just about been saturated with books on the
drug problem, psychological hangups, interpersonal
relationships, family tensions, marital conflicts, and
sex . The latter, of course, is from a Christian standpoint - though some of the material becomes quite
explicit! Another fact to note is that much of this
material borrows heavily from Freudian and other
philosophies that from a Biblical perspective are
weighed and found wanting .
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Buyer Beware.
Thoughtful people are also concerned about Biblical
fiction, or fictionalized accounts of Biblical characters
and events . Of necessity, writers use their imaginations
in
developing
story
lines,
settings,
and
characterizations. Presumably this imaginative writing _
is preceded by careful research, and the basic
presentation is Biblical. The reader, however, is still
left with strong impressions that may or may not be
fully accurate .
I once read a story in which Mary Magdalene was a
prominent character. Now, whenever I read about her
in Scripture, my mind goes to the descriptive portrayal
this writer made of her. It seems to be indelibly etched
in my mind. Yet she may not have fit that description at
all! To a certain extent all Biblical fiction creates this
danger. But much of this is being published today .
Most of today's evangelical books are not written
from a Scriptural, separatist standpoint - either
ecclesiastical or personal. Many evangelical writers are
really neoevangelical, and their philosophy of
infiltration rather than separation pervades their
writings. Unless readers are well taught and grounded
in the Word, they may be unwittingly drawn into this
way of thinking.

And contemporary evangelical literature , in large
measure , totally ignores the Biblical distinction
between the church and the world. Unfortunately, in
these publications, men and women in the fields of
Hollywood films, entertainment television , night
clubs , politics, and Sunday sports are lionized and held
up as fine, spiritual models.
How can you know what books to buy and what
books to avoid? Ideally , by developing your own sense
of spiritual discernment and by saturating yourself with
the Word of God, you will be fully persuaded in your
own mind . With spiritual maturity comes spiritual
insight.
Or, if you 're uncertain , ask. Ask your pastor about a
certain book or writer. Ask a professor in a separated
Bible school or college. Ask the bookstore owner for an
honest, objective evaluation .
Now let' s close on a positive note. We must
remember caveat emptor - let the buyer beware - in
today ' s religious book market.
But this is not to reflect on all contemporary writers
or publishers. Never have there been so many splendid
works available to the believer as today :
You can get carefully written, scholarly Bible
studies .
You can get the searchlight of Scripture on current
religious developments such as the ecumenical
and charismatic movements .
You can get thrilling , moving accounts of today's
missionary heroes .
_ You can get sane , sensible, and Biblical prophetic
studies.
You can get atlases, Bible encyclopedias ,
handbooks, and other reference works with the
latest research data, enhanced by attractive
photos , maps, and other drawings.
In recent years the cost of books has risen
substantially . They're a good investment; and, often,
special offers or less expensive bindings bring the cost
down considerably. It is said that in the tenth century a
certain countess paid two hundred sheep, a load of
wheat, a load of rye, a load of millet , and several skins,
of costly fur for a single book. Even with inflation , we
don ' t come near that!
Yes , you can get superb books today if you buy
discerningly . And you should get some! Of what use is
the ability to read if you don't use it? Economic poverty
is bad; mental poverty is worse. Eight times Jesus asked
the question , "Have you not read ... ?"
You haven't time to read? Did you know a reading
schedule of only fifteen minutes a day will enable you
to complete a dozen or more books a year, depending
on their length?
Get books . Buy them discerningly. Then read them .
They will change your life.

America has a "middle-class skid row"-students living
in a "mortuary of easy going ." Appropriately enough,
brain wave studies indicate that children and adults
alike lapse into a "predominantly alpha wave state"
(which usually precedes sleep) afteronly thirty seconds
of television viewing . '

D r. Sharon S. Biddle has been a member of the
speech faculty of Cedarville College for six years.
Recently she was appointed associate academic dean of
the college . Her teaching interests and expertise lie in
the field of mass communication, an area of study in her
Ph.D. program at The Ohio State University .
Since this issue of TORCH is focusing on the area of
mass media and communication, I have asked
Dr. Biddle, the mother of a young communicator,
Justin, to share some thoughts about the influence of
media.
Not long ago, my husband Jim and I traveled to
Washington D .C. to fulfill some academic
responsibilities . We included our six-year-old son in
the trip and "took turns" entertaining him while the
other had appointments or meetings. One family
excursion we could not miss was a quick stop at the
Smithsonian Institute. It was there, however, that we
decided that we had "failed" both as parents and
academicians. We were busily chatting with our son
about the fossils and remnants of early history only to
discover that when we turned to face our son, he had
darted off to join a cluster of children who were, of all
things, watching a filmed version of the artifacts that
were available to them only three feet away . The TV
version was more compelling than the real thing!
Although Jim and I thought we had monitored our
son's television viewing, we discovered that a covert
message had gripped Justin: TV may be better than real
life . I do not need to generalize from my son's behavior
to make this point. As Joel Swerdlow wrote, "Watching
television is what Americans do more than anything but
work and sleep." Therefore, anyone growing up
without television is by definition "abnormal ."
If that sounds like an overstatement, consider some
of the facts: the average American watches about 1,200
hours of TV each year, yet reads books for only five
hours per year. One researcher found that there are
200,000 functional illiterates in New England alone.
Gallup's research shows that more than half of us have
never read a hardbound or paperback book, except for
the Bible and textbooks . In his discussion of the effects
of TV on the mind, Jerzy Kosinski asserted that

The result of all this passive exposure to a visual
medium is that our children are becoming spectators
rather than participators. They are preferring to watch
rather than play; watch rather than explore; watch rather
than talk . A television talk show host remarked that
America is the only country in the world where people
watch conversation. One's own set in one's own room
has become the "media pursuit of loneliness ."
I grant you that TV which teaches our children to be
spectators rather than participators doesn't sound like a
sinister sin. But a device which consumes four to six
hours a day and teaches young viewers to be passive
spectators of a sinful culture is, at best, a waste of time.
As Amiel said in his Intimate Journal, "Time wasted is
a theft from God."
Some people consider excessive TV viewing as a
nasty habit - "the mental equivalent of smoking" or as
"gum chewing for the eyes." Others view it as "stealing
from God." Either way, excessive TV viewing is a
waste of time - that which we are commanded to
redeem .

Dr. Sharon S. Biddle
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ALLOW ME TO INTRODUCE OUR TORCH STAFF!
I have wanted you to meet the TORCH staff for some time now. I believe that this issue on media provides just the right
opportunity. I want you to see the faces behind all the effort and give you an indication of how TORCH is produced each
quarter. It is a lot of hard work!

Ron Coriell is our managing editor. Ron directs the
overall, day-to-day production of the TORCH. He secures
the authors , edits the manuscripts, and writes copy. The
TORCH is part of his full -time work for the college as
public relations director. In addition, he teaches part time
and is the author of a series of 24 children's booklets .

Irene Gidley and Virginia Taylor
are our associate editors . They edit and
proofread all TPRCH copy. This
necessary job is in addition to the
regular work they do for the college.
All of us pitch in to try to eliminate
mistakes prior to publication. Let me
say that Virginia and Irene are
exceptional at this!

Martha Baldwin is our typesetter. When the Lord allowed the college to
purchase our Mergenthaler CRTronic typesetter, Martha agreed to set aside
her secretarial duties and to learn how to use this marvelous computer. Now ,
because of her newly acquired skills, the college is able to typeset in-house
nearly all its literature at a great cost savings - and this includes the TORCH .

•
••••••••••
•••••••••
•I•••••

Sheryl Liddle is our campus photographer. Teaming
up with our artist's graphics, Sheryl 's camera artistry has
done an excellent job of illustrating the TORCH articles. If
a picture is worth 1,000 words, then Sheryl's work says a
mouthful each issue. Cedarville's media presentation The
Excellence Experience was put together by Sheryl.

-----

.

Sue Larson is our graphic artist. Sue designs, lays out ,
and pastes up the TORCH. Much of the TORCH 's appeal
is visual, and the sparkling quality of our other Cedarville
College literature comes as a result of Sue ' s creative
expertise . She is also the set designer and stage manager
for the college drama productions.

GOD'S NEWS
IS GOOD NEWS!
HA VE YOU HEARD IT?
God wants you to know you are a sinner:
"For all have sinned and come short of the glory of God ... " Romans 3:23.
God wants you to know the eternal consequences of sin:
"For the wages of sin is death [in Hell] .. . " Romans 6:23 .
God wants you to know He loves you:
"But God commendeth His love toward us, in that , while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us"
Romans 5:8.
God wants to forgive your sins and come into your heart as your Savior and Lord:
"But as many as received Him, to them gave He power to become the sons of God, even to them that
believe on His name" John 1: 12.
The BEST NEWS would be that you have just now received Jesus Christ as your Lord. If you have or
would like more information or counsel, please write to :
Rev. Harold Green , Campus Pastor
Cedarville College
P .O. Box 601
Cedarville , Ohio 45314

Cedarville College
P.O . Box 601
Cedarville , OH 45314
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